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MARILYN HERMAN, Gondar߈s Child. Songs, Honor, and Identity 
among Ethiopian Jews in Israel, Trenton, NJ: Red Sea Press, 2012. 
xvii + 316 pp., 2 maps, 16 figures. Price: US-$ 34.95. ISBN: 978߃1߃
569߃02328߃0. 
Maryline Herman߈s book is essentially autobiographical, as long as it de-
scribes her immersion experience in a group of BetÃ ŭsraʝel musicians. In-
deed, the anthropologist spares the reader no details, such as her need for a 
flat or her difficulties contacting BetÃ ŭsraʝel. It is obviously a bias of the 
author, but one notes the predominance of description over theoretical and 
methodological considerations. 
The book is structured in two parts. The first one tells the story of Ethi-
opian Jews or ߋFÃlaŀaߌ (an exogenous, presumably infamous label). No 
document can be produced to trace their origins and their possible links to 
the antique Judeans. Marilyn Herman demonstrates an excellent knowledge 
of this sensitive issue, touching on Jewish identity and by extension Israe-
lis߈. Can anyone be Jewish by conversion? Are not all Jews the descendants 
of Isaac? Can black people participate in the Zionist project? Herman re-
sponds again in a very personal way by exposing her own feeling of mem-
bership as an Ashkenazi English woman. 
She continues with the recent history of the BetÃ ŭsraʝel, in particular 
their repatriation during the Moses Operation (1984) and the Solomon Op-
eration (1991). Then Herman informs the reader on migrants, about their 
integration into Israeli society through first-hand accounts. 
The second part of the book is perhaps the most interesting insofar as it 
presents new information: a presentation of the secular music of the BetÃ 
ŭsraʝel and the analysis of 15 songs. Following the same writing style, 
Herman wraps the theoretical information in narrative. One follows the 
adventures of Porachat HaTikva, a BetÃ ŭsraʝel set in a small town east of 
Tel Aviv band, which brings together musicians, singers and dancers from 
the GondÃr region. 
The reader learns almost by chance that Marilyn Herman joined the 
band, dancing on stage in traditional costume with Ethiopian women. As if 
anticipating the oddity of the situation, she justifies it as well. 
An analysis of the lyrics gives the anthropologist occasion to describe not 
only the lifestyle of BetÃ ŭsraʝel in Ethiopia as well as in their new home-
land, but also the relationships between the members of Porachat HaTikva 
and their respective views on Ethiopian music or Israeli society. 
The last five chapters are more technical from a musicological point of 
view. Herman explains that the word ߋmusicߌ (zÃfÃn) is common to both 
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Christian and BetÃ ŭsraʝel Ethiopians indeed, but only the first ones formal-
ized musical theory, while BetÃ ŭsraʝel have cultivated a strictly oral tradition. 
Their songs alternate solos and chorus answers. This communicative 
form frequently extends to the public, who ߋreceivesߌ the vocal line. A sim-
ple step (mÃn৶Ƽb৶Ƽb) is associated with this part of the song. MÃn৶Ƽb৶Ƽb is 
not a dance per se, but allows singers and musicians to position on stage. 
Then follows the pizmon, a part of the song that sees the whole band (but 
also the public) sing, dance and clap their hands. Thereupon the soloist be-
gins an improvised section, following a repetitive rhythm, echoed by per-
cussion (kÃbÃro), hands clapping (৶Ãb৶Ãbbo) and accompanied with jerky 
movements of the shoulders and neck. 
In addition to the percussive kÃbÃro, the masinqo (one-corded fiddle) is 
the other essential instrument of Ethiopian music, as played by Porachat 
HaTikva. 
Herman then declines a typology of various dances, accurately describ-
ing their movements. The choice of choreography is a process in which each 
group member can intervene. There is no director. 
The word, i.e. the sound of the language, is the paramount in Ethiopian 
music. Herman noticed this fact, when BetÃ ŭsraʝel explained to her that mu-
sical styles are distinct, the one from the other, on the basis of the language 
used and not the melody. That is why they consent to play the same music as 
Christians, when they sing in Amharic, but not if they sing in Oromiffaa. 
Notions of authorship and cover do not have the same meaning as in the 
Western world. As words are highly significant, changing the lyrics of a 
traditional Ethiopian repertoire is similar to a real composition. 
Another major difference is harmony. The European notation is not ap-
propriate to recording the music played by BetÃ ŭsraʝel. Herman analyses 
some songs of Porachat HaTikva after having transposed the melody on a 
scope and admits that the ratings division is not optimal, neither on the 
rhythmic nor on the acoustic level. In Ethiopian music, harmony is based 
on an intervallic progression (qƼÐÐƼtoì), that defines the ߋmoodߌ of a song. 
Indeed, one considers the interval (relative) between two notes, rather than 
the tune (absolute) of the respective notes. 
The text gives birth to the melody. This later this is syllabic, which means 
that one syllable corresponds to one note. The contrary melismatic melody 
(where one syllable is modulated over many notes) is rather rare and per-
ceived as difficult to interpret or to ߋreceiveߌ for the choir. 
In her analysis, Herman isolates melodic patterns. In most of the cases, 
one pattern covers one verse. Two rhyming verses form a couplet (gƼؾƼm), 
but each verse can have a different melodic pattern, echoing a non-rhyming 
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verse in another couplet. Therefore, the consistency of a song is ensured by 
interwoven rhymes and patterns. 
If the BetÃ ŭsraʝel share many aspects of their musical culture with other 
Ethiopians, Aliya songs are definitely peculiar to them. Aliya is the Hebrew 
word for ߋemigrationߌ of Jews to Palestine-Israel. Thus, Amharic Aliya 
songs tell Ethiopian Jews߈ ߋreturnߌ to Israel and the hope placed in their 
promised land, but also the suffering to attain it and the loss of their native 
land. 
Herman concludes her book with the Aliya songs, because they are 
praises to the earth by those who were called Falasyan in Ethiopia, that is to 
say ߋstrayߌ, ߋlandlessߌ. 
In the end, Gondar߈s Child is a readable narrative, a book accessible to 
non-musicologists, which provides a good introduction to Ethiopian music. 
Moreover, audio recordings are freely available on the publisher website: 
www.africaworldpressbooks.com/gondars-child.html. 
Nevertheless, one may challenge the representativeness of the sample, in-
sofar as it consists of one band, Porachat HaTikva, and not of the entire 
community of ߋEthiopian Jews in Israelߌ, to quote the subtitle߈s words. 
Charlotte Touati, UniversitÈ de Lausanne 
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Hugues Fontaine is a French photographer and documentary film maker 
and has published several books in which he presents his photographs of 
Egypt, Yemen or Eritrea. To my knowledge, the present book is his first 
one about Ethiopia and Djibouti. Un train en Afrique is not a scientific 
book about the Addis AbÃba߃Djibouti train and its history, but a photo 
book that presents the photographic work of the author. Fontaine went to 
DƼrre Dawa in autumn 2010, and while there he made a series of portraits 
of railway workers and photographed railway workshops. The author fo-
cuses on workers߈ faces and details of machinery, with some larger views of 
the workshops. The aim of the book is obviously to document an industrial 
heritage and to highlight the role of railway workers in its development and 
its conservation. The informative aspect of the photos becomes less im-
portant than the author߈s ability to share the atmosphere of places and the 
feeling of individuals portrayed. His photos reflect the pride of the railway 
